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President’s Report AGM August 2015
The last two years as President of the Castle Hill RSL Photography Club has been a wonderful experience that has only been possible because of the support of everyone in the club and especially the
Management Committee. Because of my personal problems I have not always been able to devote the time that I would have liked, but everyone
on the Committee has done a wonderful job and we have together created
a fabulous photographic experience for our members.
We now have on our Committee a great combination of those
members, such as Mal Hobson and Bob Cook, who have been the backbone
of our club for a great number of years and are sorely needed into the
future and newer members who contribute new ideas for our club to go
forward. This combination will serve us well to meet the demands of continuing a vibrant and well organised club.
I must again thank the Board and Staff of Castle RSL Club
for the continuing support that we get which allows us to run a very sophisticated and well resourced operation that is the envy of all of our fellow photography clubs. It is because of this support that we like to contribute to the RSL Club by photographing their events and in particular
this year by photographing the Community Commemoration of the Centenary of the Anzac Day Landing which consisted of many events. Thank
you to those members, headed by Immediate Past President Robert Shelberg, who took time out of their lives to make this contribution.
As many of you are aware we have had a few glitches with
our Website over the last few months. Without the work of Mal Hobson it
could have been a lot worse. We are in a position where we have stabilised
it for the time being and exploring the ways and means to take things forward into the future. It has reminded us that the Website is at the heart
of our Club and without it things would be very clumsy to handle.
Finally I would like to convey the pride I had in being your
President over the last two years and hope that I have made some small
contribution to a wonderful club and fabulous group of people.

Graham Gard
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The Club Competition Results
As judged by Susan Buchanen on the 28th July 2015

Set Subject Digital: ‘Creative’
Image of the Month

‘Winter’s Wind’
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The Club Competition Results
As judged by Susan Buchanan on the 28th July 2015
Set Subject Print: ‘Creative’
Image of the Month

‘Caught in the Act’

Karen O’Conner
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The Club Competition Results
As judged by Susan Buchanan on the 28th July 2015

Open Digital
Image of the Month

‘Lonely Tree’

Adalbert Dromblikovic
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The Club Competition Results
As judged by Susan Buchanan on the 28th July 2015

Open Print
Image of the Month

‘Laura’

Ian English
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Why Funeral Photography?
By John Slaytor
Over eight years ago I was asked to photograph the funeral of a friend’s uncle. My friend wanted to give his favourite
aunt photos from the day since her husband had put a lot of thought into planning his own funeral; even requesting a
piper to lead the hearse. Given how symbolic the funeral was to be, my friend thought images from it would be an appropriate gift. I suggested I design a book to incorporate the images because this would dignify the images by making
them permanently presentable
However, I was uncertain what it would be like to photograph a funeral. I’d only been to three funerals, one of which
was my grandmother’s, and I had never taken photos at a funeral . . . At my grandmother’s funeral I remember thinking
it was a shame it wasn’t photographed. My grandmother, an avid gardener, hated cut flowers; she said she always
preferred seeing flowers in a flower bed, complete, not cut and put into a vase. At her funeral all the young children, her
great-nieces and great-nephews drew flowers on paper instead of bringing bunches of flowers as we knew she’d prefer
this. They then carried their crayon drawings of bright flowers and proudly stuck them on the coffin. It was a beautiful
scene, but unfortunately it wasn’t photographed.

At the funeral of my friend’s uncle I’d expected his widow to be devastated and needing support. What amazed and
moved me was that she, instead, was comforting everyone . She carried herself with a strength, dignity and warmth.
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It was after that funeral that I decided to make funeral photography my specialty. I also became captured by the idea of
making visual condolence books that the family could have as a memento. Mourners write in condolence books so why
not update this concept by having mourners visually represented? I felt that by seeing how affected by the death of the
person you really get a sense of how important the deceased was. By taking family group photos you get a true sense
of their legacy, too. And, as for my friend’s aunt, having images put into a book elevated their status into something
permanent.
With the book for my friend the family was able to choose the images they wanted from the funeral. They were also
able to add images from the deceased’s youth and tributes from the funeral. A year later a nephew rang me to tell me
how therapeutic it had been to work on the book and sort through the images of his uncle. He said how sharing the
images, emailing other family members about what should, or shouldn’t, be included had really brought the family together.
My funeral books thus become a really active and therapeutic process. We all deal with grief in different ways. We all
want to remember different things about a deceased loved-one. The aunt chose photos of some of her husband’s favourite items while another family member wanted to remember her father as he was when she was a little girl.
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Another strong pull for me to carry on photographing funerals was that at funerals you see people at their most authentic. All but the barest of emotions are stripped away. It’s seeing people being kind to one another that is captured. We’re
so inundated with images of so-called perfection, of smiling, grinning, copied gestures that it’s hard to see behind the
facades. It’s beauty in genuine gestures that, for me, is so moving. The kind gesture, the hug, the smallest of gestures,
such as a hand on a shoulder, take on a richer meaning. It’s this I want to capture.

We’re slowly starting to talk about death a little bit more now but there’s still an awkwardness surrounding it. Slowly
we’re seeing it mentioned in programmes and in the media. It’s ironic since Victorian England was obsessed with death
and in the USA, until the 1930s, the fashion was to be photographed with the deceased. Somehow, we lost the ritual of
acknowledging death, of being allowed to mourn, of being allowed time so we can grieve properly. This seems to have
lead us to fearing death, and its aftermath, even more. We fear our reaction to it, we fear the process of dying (who
really wants to die in intensive care and not in their own home surrounded by family?). Death has become medicalised.
However, by having rituals we can grieve in safety, with family and friends. It’s important to keep the funeral as
something that is cherished and not regard it as an inconvenient and unnecessary ritual or one that becomes overly expensive.
Everyone should be included at funerals. This includes young people. Too often we’re afraid of letting children go to funerals in the fear that they’ll be too upset (isn’t it that we’re the ones who might be too upset and we’re worried they’ll
see us this way?). If you let children and young adults attend funerals and give them a specific role they perform this
role with a pride that is really moving. It’s public acknowledgement that they have an essential familial role, that they
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are the future of the family. Teenagers are no longer bored and wanting to stare at their iPhones as they’re not sure
what to do. Given direction they rise to the occasion. They show the younger ones what to do, too.
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Furthermore, there can be joy at funerals, another thing that people don’t often expect and that kids can participate in
beautifully. At the wake after one funeral I got the kids together. They had been so good during the funeral. No fights, no
bickering, no boredom, but they were children and their energy needed releasing. I asked them to hold hands and after
telling them what I was going to do said, “Okay, are you ready? Now, One, Two, Three, JUMP.” The kids jumped high
with gusto. The parents and family friends watched, smiling. It’s just these moments that one needs at a funeral to stop
it becoming / continuing as something that we think we have to behave in a certain way at. Of course there’s grief and
loss and sadness but there is also joy, the memories and garnering strength from the love and support from those
around you who remain. They might not know how to help you, nor how to stop your pain at the loss of someone you
love but, no matter how alone you might feel in your grief, there is at least the knowledge that there are people connected to you or who knew the deceased and this is important as we don’t want to forget them.

I’ve still retained my passion for portraits. Instead of foregoing my artistic expression I see funeral photography as an
extension of my art. At funerals you can be discreet and you can see the rawest and most moving of expressions.

This man was assisting at a smoking ceremony at an Aboriginal funeral I was asked to photograph of a pastor whose
parish was at the block in Redfern, NSW. This photo was a finalist in the Moran Photographic Portrait prize and it’s
being able to use my craft while also being of value to a family that gives me the passion to keep photographing funerals.
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Sydney North West Interclub Competition.
Hawkesbury, Blacktown and Castle Hill

Blacktown City Photographic Club
Colour prints 121
Monochrome Prints 124
Projected Images 122
Total 367

Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Colour prints 136
Monochrome Prints 136
Projected Images 135

Total 407

‘You Will Be OK’ Colour Print

Robert Shelberg Score: 15

Hawkesbury Camera Club
Colour prints 122
Monochrome Prints 124
Projected Images 128
Total 374

‘A Father’s Love’ Monochrome Print

Deanna Brown
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“Deer Fight” Projected Image

Alia Naughton

Score: 15

Image Not Available

‘The Intruder’

Colour

Print
Ian English

Score: 15
Beggar at the Metro Projected Image
Mark Charteris

Score: 15

“Dressing Room Confrontation” Colour Print

Monica Mulder
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‘Tenderness’

Monochrome Print

Monica Mulder

‘ANZACs’

Colour Print

Bob Cook

Score: 14

‘Fatal Attraction’
Ian English

Score: 14

Colour Print
Score: 14

‘Kathmandu Cremation’ Monochrome Print

Bob Cook

Score: 14
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‘War Widow’

Colour Print

Jason Pang

Score: 14

‘Friend or Foe’

Projected Image

Margaret Fagg

‘Digger”

Score: 14

Projected Image

Geoff Higgins

Score: 14

‘Side Kick’

Monochrome Print

Jason Pang
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‘Compassion’

Monochrome Print

Dianne English

‘Funeral’

Score:

14

Monochrome Print

Jason Pang

Score: 14

‘LAPD ‘

Projected Image

Mark Charteris

‘Jasmine’

Score: 14

Monochrome Print

Deanna Brown

Score: 14
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‘Oh No’

Ian Walton

Colour Print
Score: 13

‘Jousting’ Colour Print

Keith McGaughran

‘Hang In There Mate’

William Stewart

Score: 13

Monochrome Print

Score: 13
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‘Knights Jousting’
Keith McGaughran

‘Stand United’

Projected Image

Monica Mulder

Score: 12

Projected Image
Score: 12
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‘African Wild Dog Fight ‘

Bob Cook

Colour Print

Score 12

‘Rwanda’

Monochrome Print

Mark Charteris

‘Got You’

Score: 12

Monochrome Print

Robert Shelberg

Score: 12
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‘Cannon’

Projected Image

Keith McGaughran

Score: 13

‘Lay Off’

Projected Image

William Stewart

‘Facial Massage’
William Stewart

Score: 13

Projected Image
Score: 13

‘Fire’

Ian Walton
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Matt Board Cutting
Bob Cook

13 November 2007
http://www.eckersleys.com.au

A great matt board will not turn a poor image
into a great one,

Store hours: Mon—Fri 9:00am - 5.30 pm
Sat. 10:00 am - 3.00 pm
Sun. Closed
Art Scene

BUT
a poor matt board can turn a great image into a
poor one!

Equal Borders
How do I mount my images for presentation?
Presenting images in competitions e.g. in a timber frame is not allowed. However, presenting
images in a matt board “frame” is allowed and
almost all photographic competitions are conducted this way.

Why do we use matt boards?
Matt boards add the “wow” factor by providing a
frame for the image as well as providing support.
Our competition rules say that the image must
be “self supporting”. The easiest way to do this is
to use a matt board.

What are matt boards?
Matt boards consist of coloured paper bonded to
a cardboard base. The overall thickness is typically 1.5 mm. The surface is available in a variety of
colours including white and black.

How much matt board space around an image
should I have?
This depends on the type of image (portrait or
landscape) and the size of the image. Larger images (A4 or A3 size) work well with a border of
(say) up to 10 cm. Smaller images (say 15 x 10
cm) can look very nice with a larger matt board.
Having an equal border around an image is not as
pleasing as having a different top and bottom
dimension.
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914, Victoria Road,
West Ryde 2114
Tel 02 9807 6900
http://www.artscene.com.au
Store Hours: 9am - 5:30pm Monday to Friday
9:30am-12:30pm Saturday
Sun Closed

Unequal Top and
Bottom
Borders

Don’t forget that we also have a special deal with
Cotswold Picture Framing, Unit 15, 8 Gladstone
Rd, Castle Hill 2154. Tel 02 9894 5036. See the
club web site for details.
What equipment is involved?

Should I use a coloured matt board?
If you look at the entries in the club competition,
you will find that most members use black, grey
or white (or near white) matt boards to display
their images. Using a coloured matt board can
add to the overall presentation, however, it can
also distract from your image. If a coloured matt
board is the wrong colour or is too strong a colour, the viewer can be distracted by this and see
the matt board, rather than your image. By careful when using coloured matt boards.

There are a few different manufacturers of matt
board cutting equipment. Like most things, you
can spend a little or a lot. At the hobby end of
the market Logan makes several systems and
tools for doing the job.

Logan model 500
knife

Where can I buy matt boards?
Matt boards can be purchased wherever you can
purchase art supplies. For example:
Eckersley’s Art and Craft
2/28 Macquarie Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
Tel 02 9893 9191
E mail parramatta@eckersleys.com.au

Logan Model 2000
cutter
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4.

What are the Standard Frame sizes?
In case you want to frame your image, these are
the standard frame sizes (in inches)

Hinge the matt board and Backing board
together using wide tape.

4”x5” 5”x 7” 8-1/2”x 11” 11’x14” 16’x 20’
24”x 30”
Logan Team System 1
plus knife

4”x6” 8”x10” 9”x!2”

12”x16” 20”x24”

24”x36”
6”x 8” 8”x12” 10”x13”

14”x18”

22”x28”

30”x40”
Styles of matt board presentations

Logan 201 Circle and
Oval cutter
What costs are involved in doing your own
matt boards?
The following prices are indicative only, as prices can vary a lot over time.

Matt board 1200 x 800 $18.25
Foamboard 5mm 40 x 32 inches $8.40
Logan Junior Matt Cutter Model 2000 $46.80

There are two styles usually used for presentation. One, a single matt board where the image is
simply taped to the rear of the matt board and
the flip-over style where a matt board is hinged
to a backing board (usually foam core board) and
the image is attached to the backing board.

Matt board size
Some photographic competitions have a limit on
the size of the matt board. Make sure that your
image does not exceed this size or it may be disqualified.

How to make a flip-over matt
board
1. Cut the matt board and the backing board to
the same size.

Logan Circle and Oval Matt Cutter No 201
$169.50
Logan Team System 1, 24 inch ruler and cutter
$93.75
Logan Team System 2, 40 inch ruler and cutter
$127.50
Logan Adapta ruler 24 inch $52.45
Logan Adapta ruler 40 inch $84.90
Logan Blades No 270 to suit 500 knife and 2000
cutter, pack of 10 $5.85
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Matt Board

Backing Board
Hinge

Tape

Backing Board

Matt Board
5. Close the matt board over the backing board
and (without leaving marks on the bevel of
the matt board) mark the corners of the image opening onto the backing board.

Backing Board
Matt Board

6. Place tape on the back of the image along
the top edge and place on the backing board
(tape sticky side up) using the marks make in
step 5 as alignment marks.

Matt Board
Tape

Image

7. Close the matt board over the backing board,
press down to secure the tape to the rear of
the matt board and you now have a perfectly
mounted image!

2. Measure your image and cut the hole in the
matt board slightly smaller than the image. Allow
an overlap of (say) 5mm all around.
3. Stick tape on the rear of the matt board
where the top of a portrait image and the top of
a landscape image will be. Placing tape here allows you to remove the image mounting tape
easily without tearing the paper on the rear of
the matt board.

Thanks Bob
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Old Industry and Bush Walk - 22nd June 2015
Balls Head and Berry Bay

Images by Deanna Brown
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Images by Deanna Brown
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Images by Deanna Brown
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Images by Geoffrey Rimmington
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Images by Geoff
Rimmington
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Member’s Voting Competition - Balls Head
1st “Fire in the Sky”
By Steve Castle

3rd Sunset at Balls Head

Steve Castle

2nd “Toadies” Barbara Glover
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4th “Hidden Treasure”

5th Harbour Sunset

Jennifer Lees

Fred King

6th “Night Scape”

Jennifer Lees

8th “William’s View”
Fred King

7th “Dandelion”
William Stewart
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“Sydney at Dusk”

“Boat Shed”
“Sydney Panorama”

“Buoys”

“Testing the New Lens”

“Pinhole View”
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“Rock and Path”

“Sydney Sunset”

“Calm Waters”

“City Skyline”

“Boats”

“City Sunset”
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“Harbour View”

“Shade of Red”

“City Views”

“Blue”
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Nadish Naoroji from Pixelperfect spoke to the Club

on July 14th
To download all Pixelperfect ICC profiles - http://www.pixelperfect.com.au/support/
and click on “Working with Pixel Perfect V10”

For his lecture check out this Website - “Working with Pixel Perfect V10”

Deanna, On the Posties Boat on the Hawkesbury River.
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Meet Laura Bunn
How, when and why did you start photography?
I had a keen interest in film generally
from 11 years of age. I bought myself a
black and white AV video camera with
my hard earned allowance which I used
to make home movies. From here I
thought I was going to be a director, or
something involving people and film.
High school years went by, and I took it
upon myself to become the photographer of my circle of friends. As with
most teens going through adolescence I
hated the way I looked so I preferred to
be the designated photographer of social outings rather than the subjects. I
found editing photos and organising albums very relaxing, and enjoyed sharing
them with others on social media.
After finishing university and starting
work as an Occupational Therapist in
mental health, I needed to establish a
hobby which I found relaxing around my
demanding workload. After purchasing
my Rebel at Dicksmith at an EOFY sale, I
began researching local clubs in my area
which I could access. Up came CHRSL
and the rest is history!
What camera have you used in the
past, ant what do you use now?
I have used point and shoot cameras
directly to film, I still own and occasionally use my Olympus Tough (those who
know me know I'm kinda a klutz). I still
drive my Canon Rebel T3, but looking to
upgrade once I get my finances in order.
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What is your favourite lens at the moment and why is it your favourite?
My favourite lens is my 18-55. Its simple,
effective, light weight and the first one I
got. Lots of good times with this lens; it
has survived a European contiki, caught
pics of fish off the Gulf of Mexico, and
shared priceless family moments.
What are your photographic goals?
I have always envied other club members who are able to effectively convey
mood and emotion in the photographs
with their subjects. This is also the same
with creative editing – I would like to be
able to wrap my head around photoshop
the way Amelia Chen is able to and execute some spectacular images!
What does being a member of the
CHRSL Photography Club mean to you?
This club has been welcoming to me
from the first moment I set foot in the
sovereign room. Unfortunately my
attendance is sporadic, as I am often
buggered after a full days work and get
up early in the morning to train in the
gym. Regardless of this when I do come,
I continue to be met with positive smiling faces of the other members and welcomed in.
1. Are you drawn to any one type of
photography (landscape, portrait, macro etc.)? and why?
I enjoy a variety of photography styles,
but my favourite is event photography
i.e. Iron Fest in Lithgow and Medieval

Festival in Blacktown. I suppose I love
the spontaneity of it all – getting the unexpected shot that was unplanned or
not choreographed. I love catching the
moment in its natural raw form – hand
held mostly, without a timer and tripod
(unless taking waterfalls). To be honest
aside from Bob’s weekend workshop I
haven’t really dabbled into portraiture,
but I enjoy taking photos of people who
are not posed or prompted.
What are your thoughts on today’s
competitions and Judges?
I find the competitions quite difficult
with the criteria at times hard to interpret. The judges are tough but fair mostly, however sometimes I can find it frustrating when verbally critiquing our photos – “this is a photo of a train,” why yes,
we can see that... I have found finer detail alterations extremely helpful and
valuable to my photo composition and
editing skills.
Whose photos in the Photography Club
do you admire the most and why?
I love the usual suspects – the ones who
seem to be able to just grab the moment, put a quick spin on it in editing,
and present it perfectly to the club conveying the mood and drama that they
are hoping to achieve easily to the audience. Deanna Brown is one of these examples.
Do you have a “photographic moment/
adventure” to share?
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I remember one of my favourite photos

I have ever taken; the set subject was
“After dark,” so my mum and I conspired as to what evil activities occur
during this time. I came to the conclusion that it is often the most sinister
time for mid night snacking. I planned a
photo that encapsulated this in it, with
my mum being the “suspect” reaching
for the cake inside the fridge in an otherwise dark kitchen. Frozen fingers,
melting chocolate cake and a thawed
out fridge earnt me a merit! I have received high scores for some of my other
images, but at the end of the day I think
this is my best image, as it reflects that
hilarious night I had with my mum.
Most people have other interests as
well as photography. What are your
other interests, sports, hobbies, clubs
etc.?
I have always had an interested in fitness. Whilst I never was a sporty or athletic child, I found my way through my
local martial arts school, which I obtained my second Dan black belt and
eventually ran it with a good friend of
mine. From there, I developed a passion
for working with people and physical
fitness. Whilst working as an Occupational Therapist at a hospital, I got my
Certificate 3 and 4 in fitness, and now
enjoy training my close friends and
some of my patients as a personal trainer. I do it free of charge as I make a
point of training with them, rather than
doing the whole, “drop and give me 20”
routine.
Some of you may know that over 2
years ago I was in a pretty bad motorcycle accident and was confined to a
wheelchair.
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Over three months rehab saw me slowly
walking again, to eventually running the
city to surf (which I intend to do again
this year). Yes, I still ride. I bought myself
a new GSR 750 which makes me giggle
(Her name is Giselle). I know she is 3x
heavier and stronger than the initial bike
(sorry mum – her bike) but it was a bit of
a salute to the person at fault!
What has been your favourite recreation, leisure, holiday or travel event?
How was your photography at this
event?
My favourite holiday was to New Orleans in April this year. The atmosphere,
the celebration of life and respect for
the dead was amazing. My photography
skills were somewhat inhibited by the
night life activities, and during the day I
did not want to be stuck behind the lens
to be at risk of missing the holiday. The
photos I did take were of my awesome
family as “happy snaps,”

to bed. Therefore I would prefer if the
evenings were able to conclude sooner. I
can appreciate that this is highly unlikely
given the huge volume of photos to review in competition evenings, and accommodating for the excellent communication provided during workshops and
lectures.
Any other comments you would like to
add?
Best thing ever told to me was by Bob –
if it isn’t interesting, you aren’t looking
close enough. Any advice I have to newbies is just play with it, we are all learning, and don't be afraid to ask for help –
everyone here is awesome!

Name one thing we don’t know about
you?
I have two different shaped ears – an
observation I established one morning
whilst brushing my teeth. I always wondered why I had such difficulty with
managing earphones in both ears at the
gym. Trust me, this is extremely annoying. I have to resort to wearing a headband to keep them in!
Do you have any suggestions for the
Photography Club?
Unfortunately as I work full time at
South West Sydney and workout first
thing in the morning, I am an early bird
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Images by Laura Bunn
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Image by Rolf Mende
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Image by Peter O’Brien
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Image by Geoff Higgins
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Image by Rolf Mende
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Image by John Martorama
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Image by John Martorama
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Image by Peter O’Brien
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What’s On in August
Tuesday 4th August - AGM + Lecture

Tuesday 11 August 2015 - Workshop Night

Tuesday 18th August - Management Committee Meeting

Portrait Competition 25th August 2015
Images submitted in the Portrait competition must show a person or a group of people. The person or persons should be the
main subject in the image. Images of pets or animals will be disqualified but it is allowable for the person in the portrait to hold a
pet animal.

A portrait is a photograph displaying the expression, personality, and mood of the subject. The image captures the personality or
essence of the subject. It is not just a photograph with a person in it. Aim to tell a story with your portrait. Show a characteristic
feature of the subject to express why you decided to photograph the person in the first place.
A portrait can focus on the person's face only or it can be a full body portrait. The portrait does not have to be formal and staged
but may include candid images showing the person performing their daily activity [environmental portrait]. A portrait can be artistic or creative, or can be a completely constructed image intended to convey a message.
A good portrait connects with the viewer [with strong eye contact for instance], evokes an emotion and makes you want to know
more about the person. Effective use of light and focus will give the image dimension and helps the viewer to concentrate on
what is important in the image. The author may use artificial [studio] lighting or natural light e.g. diffused window light to light
the subject.
For a more detailed description refer to the pdf on the Website.
The judge will be Shayne Cocks.
We will start the evening with Open Subject projected images, followed Open Subject prints.
After the break, we continue with the Set Subject projected images followed by the Set Subject prints.
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Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Viewpoint Contributions

Castle Hill RSL Photography Club
Atrium Castle Hill RSL
Level 6, 77 castle St
Castle Hill

Viewpoint depends on them!
If you have any articles that may be of interest to our members, please email
them to -editor@chrslphotographyclub.org.

PO Box 25
Castle Hill NSW 1765

Articles could include Camera hints, Photoshop hints, Holiday photography and/or Local Photoshoots, awards, competitions, exhibitions, upcoming events, workshop and
Lecture reports, recommended Book reviews, reports etc.
Don’t be limited by this list. Anything that might interest photographers is acceptable.
Please send articles in Microsoft word or plain text format with photos attached as separate files. Submitted images should be a jpg file with a maximum size of 50 - 80kb.
In order to ensure your article is included in the next newsletter, please submit it by the 20th of the month.

President:

Program Coordinator:

Training Coordinator:

Graham Gard

Barbara Glover

Bob Cook

president@chrslphotographyclub.org

progcoordinator@chrslphotographyclub.org

training@chrslphotographyclub.org

Vice President:

Competition Coordinator:

Membership Secretary:

Jason Pang

Peter O’Brien

Michael Schwarcz

vpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

compcoordinator@chrslphotographyclub.org

membersec@chrslphotographyclub.org

Immediate Past President:

Social Coordinator:

Enquiries Officer:

Robert Shelberg

Tom Brassil

Mary Spence

pastpresident@chrslphotographyclub.org

social@chrslphotographyclub.org

enquiries@chrslphotographyclub.org

Treasurer:

Member Benefits Coordinator:

Forum Administrator:

Mal Hobson

Dale Chadd

Les Harvey

treasurer@chrslphotographyclub.org

benefits@chrslphotographyclub.org

Forumadmin@chrslphotographyclub.org

Secretary:

Publicity Coordinator:

Newsletter Editor:

Dennis Furini

Amelia Chen

Hazel Hogarth

secretary@chrslphotographyclub.org

pubcoordinator@chrslphotographyclub.org

editor@chrslphotographyclub.org

DISCLAIMER: No responsibility is accepted by the Castle Hill RSL Photography Club (The Club) for the accuracy of any information contained in the text, photographs or advertisements in any issues of Viewpoint. Information contained within does not necessarily reflect
the opinion of The Club, nor does it infer endorsement by the club.
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